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On Oct. 29, "Group of 8" presidents concluded a three- day summit meeting in Punta del Este,
Uruguay, with the issue of a joint communique stating positions and commitments on the
foreign debt, world trade, economic integration, and drug trafficking. The presidents signing the
communique included Raul Alfonsin (Argentina), Jose Sarney (Brazil), Virgilio Barco (Colombia),
Miguel de la Madrid (Mexico), Alan Garcia (Peru), Jose Maria Sanguinetti (Uruguay) and Jaime
Lusinchi (Venezuela). Panama's membership to the Group of 8 was temporarily suspended
February, after President Eric Arturo Delvalle was deposed. The seven nations represented at the
summit have a combined population of 310 million, or nearly 90% of Latin America. Highlights of
the "Uruguay Declaration" are summarized below. * The region's $420 billion foreign debt was
described as the major obstacle to Latin American development. Enormous resources are channeled
to creditors, while living standards in the region continue to decline. In the last five years Latin
American nations have jointly paid out more than $100 billion in foreign debt service. Combined
with trade export barriers, this capital outflow has sharply reduced the region's economic growth
rate. * Terms of economic adjustment programs in agreements with multilateral agencies, and of
restructuring agreements with bank creditors include are inadequate and contradictory which
hinder Latin American nations' economic policymaking. * Finance ministers will meet no later than
December in Rio de Janeiro to discuss proposals for reducing the region's foreign debt, and thereby
free capital for development projects. The ministers should seek to lay the foundations for greater
cooperation among Group of 8 nations, and for dialogue with other parties, an apparent allusion
to the United States and other creditor countries. * The US and other major developed nations
were denounced for protectionist policies, and trade reprisals described as incompatible with
international law. * The presidents requested that at the December meeting in Montreal, Canada,
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) put into practice a commitment to favorable
treatment of underdeveloped nations. The seven leaders agreed to develop common positions
and to strengthen Latin American initiatives within GATT and other multilateral organizations
to defend themselves against the recently approved US trade legislation. * Relations between the
US and Latin America are entering a "critical period," necessitating a "new immediate dialogue"
on political, economic and social problems affecting the region "to search for a more equitable
system of international relations." It is also necessary to organize dialogue with the European
Economic Community, the socialist bloc, Canada, Japan, the Council of Nordic Countries, the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and the Organization of African Unity. * The presidents
agreed to pursue efforts aimed at strengthening the Organization of American States as a political
forum, and as an instrument of understanding and inter-American cooperation. * The communique
reaffirmed principles applied by the Contadora Group and its Support Group in seeking a Latin
American solution to the Central American conflict. The peace process must be revitalized by taking
advantage of the experience and good offices of organizations such as the United Nations and the
OAS. The use of and the threat of force in Central America nurture aggression and instability, and
violate internationally recognized human rights norms and principles. Economic development
guarantees peace and security. Central America's critical socio-economic situation makes political
efforts to resolve conflict and consolidate democracy extremely difficult. * Links between "drug
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traffickers and terrorists as well as other types of criminals" were denounced. The drug trade, said
the communique, threatened "the institutional stability in some of our countries and the security of
the world community." * The communique called for greater participation in anti-drug efforts by
the United Nations, the Inter-American Drug Control Commission of the Organization of American
States, and the South American Narcotics Agreement. The presidents pledged to increase respective
financial contributions to these organizations, and to seek funds for more rehabilitation centers for
drug addicts and for programs aimed at assisting Latin American farmers to return to legal crops.
* The presidents emphasized the "decisive importance in the increase in drug traffic represented
by the growing demand in the countries with high-level consumption," such as the US and some
European nations. In this regard, they requested efforts by major drug consumer nations in drug
use education and prevention, alongside producer nations' control and eradication programs. The
seven presidents agreed to meet again in Peru in the second half of 1989 to review progress in all
areas. Alan Riding of the New York Times reported on other remarks by the presidents during
the summit. Mexican President de la Madrid, after noting that "antagonism and distrust" persist
vis-a-vis the US, called on the next administration in Washington to give "high priority" to Latin
America. Argentine President Alfonsin suggested a "new dialogue" and urged the US to abandon its
"negative and erroneous" view of Latin America. (Basic data from several sources, including Prensa
Latina, 10/29/88; Times, 10/30/88)
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